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Model Boats
We stock a wide variety of different makes of model boats. So wide that there is no way we
could fit them all on this leaflet. Instead we have just shown a sample of our most popular
boats here.
The boats shown here are either ready built or are very easy to build. Smaller boats like the
Magic Vee are for small calm areas of water like ponds. The larger boats can cope with
rougher water on lakes and rivers. You should avoid using any R/C boat in the sea, as the salt
will corrode the electronics very quickly.
All the R/C boats we stock are either electric or yachts. Engine powered boats are banned
from most places because they are noisy and leave a film of oil on the water.
If you would prefer to spend time building your boat, we also stock a range of kits. Some of
these can be radio controlled and some are purely for static display. Subjects include sailing
ships like HMS Victory and smaller vessels. These can cost from £80 to over £750. We have
catalogues for the major makes in the shop.

FOCUS DEAL PRICE

PIRATE DEAL PRICE
Pirate yacht

£179.99

8 AA batteries

£4.00

Total:

£183.99

Joysway Pirate
The Pirate is a
medium sized yacht
that comes almost
ready built. It is
decorated with a very
colourful pirate
themed scheme over a
black hull and sails.
To get it sailing you
just have to fit the
mast and sails, insert
the batteries into the
radio control.

Length: 665mm

Focus yacht

£219.99

4 AA batteries

£2.00

Total:

£221.99

Joysway Focus
The Focus is a
detailed model of an
ocean going yacht.
Featuring a one meter
long hull in red or
black and sails made
of rip stop nylon, this
is an excellent first
yacht.
It comes almost
ready built, you just
have to fit the mast
and sails, insert the
batteries into the radio
control and you are
ready to sail.
Length: 995mm

Lightning Bolt

Rivos XS
The Rivos XS is only 276mm long but its powerful water cooled
motor makes it very fast for its size at around 20 km/h. It has two
channel proportional radio control and is suitable for small ponds
or swimming pools. A 6V rechargeable battery and dry battery
powered charger are included in the box.

Length: 276 mm

LIGHTNING BOLT LITE DEAL

RIVOS XS DEAL
Rivos XS inc R/C, battery and charger

Total:

£39.99

Length: 460mm

Lightning Bolt inc R/C, battery and charger

Total:

£39.99

£59.99

£59.99

Helion Rivos

Impulse 17
The Impulse 17 is a fast ready to run speed
boat. It features a water cooled motor and a 2
channel proportional 2.4 ghz radio control.
This boat comes with a choice of three decal
sheets in different colours. A
7.2V battery and charger are
included in the price.

The Helion Rivos is a large ready to run speed boat
available in a choice of two hull colours (red and blue). It
features a powerful 550 class water cooled motor and a 2
channel proportional 2.4 ghz radio control. A 7.2V 2600
mah ni-mh battery and charger are included in the price.

IMPULSE 17 DEAL PRICE

Length: 432 mm

The Lightning Bolt is a bit bigger than the Magic Vee.
It is also faster (30km/h) and being bigger can cope with
rougher water. Like the Magic Vee it has a 2.4 ghz R/C, a
bigger water cooled motor, 7.4V 1500 mah lipo battery as
well as a choice of two hull colours (red and blue).

HELION RIVOS DEAL PRICE

Impulse 17 inc R/C, battery and charger

Total:

£84.99

£84.99

Rivos inc R/C, battery and charger

£99.99

Total:

Helion Rivos BL

£99.99

Length: 711 mm

St Tropez cruiser

The Helion Rivos BL is a much faster version of the
standard Rivos. It has a more powerful and efficient
brushless motor and 11.1V 3,900 mah lithium polymer
battery.
A charger for the battery is available seperately.

The St Tropez is a scale pleasure cruiser that can be operated
in calm water like in a swimming pool. It has a 2 channel R/C
that gives forward/reverse and left and right control. An 8.4V
rechargeable battery and a charger are included in the price.

HELION RIVOS BL DEAL PRICE
Helion Rivos BL boat inc R/C and battery

£149.99

Lipo charger inc lead

£21.00

Total:

£170.99

ST TROPEZ CRUISER DEAL
St Tropez Cruiser, R/C, battery and charger

Total:

£169.99

£169.99

Length: 670mm

